Training for Stock Market, Options, & Futures Trading
With Independent Trader: Mark Petroff, C.C.
Unique Features:
 3 days of one-on-one practical step-by-step training, on location at your home or office.
 Taught by 30-year active and successful trader, who like you, likes the freedom of working independently.
 Solely designed to quickly elevate your skills and success as a trader and/or investor.
 No products or product systems will be offered, sold, or included in the Training or any time thereafter.
Day 1:
1. Trading Plan: Mark helps you design your custom plan that includes vital points so that you can feel safe
and clear before each trade.
2. Reward-Risk-Ratios & Risk Management: You’ll learn time tested ways to reduce & manage risk & improve
winnings. You’ll also learn to calculate potential price moves.
3. Charting Techniques, Base Lengths, & Successful Patterns: Mark simplifies the things that can vastly boost
your net profits. Together you’ll practice them every day!
4. Indicators: Trends & Timeframe Dynamics, Volume Signals, Moving Averages & More : You’ll develop a
pilot-like checklist of confirmation signals when entering, holding, and exiting trades.
5. Candlestick Course: Direction, Expansion, Momentum Shift, 50% & 20% Rules: Most traders are
overwhelmed by Candlesticks. Mark makes them friendly & easy, as well more profitable when used well.
6. Market Internals: Advance/Decline, Futures, VIX, Industry Group Leaders: Veteran traders, Fund
Managers, Market Makers, & NYSE Specialists know how to use them. You’ll see what they see, so the
Market cannot ever again deceive you as to what’s really happening.
Day 2:
7. Learn to Avoid & Manage the Most Common Emotional Pitfalls: Having to be right, fear of being wrong,
looking bad, greed, indecision, inflated pride, rejection & isolation, and emotional exhaustion.
8. Intraday Reversal Times & Broader Cycles: You’ll know how to expect typical intraday, weekly, monthly,
quarterly, annual, lunar, and other cyclical events, before they happen.
9. Market Phases & Distribution Signals: You’ll be able to look at any chart in any market and know if it’s in
doldrums, or statistically ready to fall apart or blast off!
10. Balance Sheet Analysis: Imagine being able to review most balance sheets in a few minutes to decide if a
stock belongs in your favorite watch list or a virtual trash can.
11. Stock Screening Course: It has taken Mark almost 3 decades to find what works best. You’ll learn to save
considerable time, agony, and money in your own search. You’ll also learn profitable specifics about such
variables as: Earnings & Revenue Growth, Price-to-Sales Ratio, Float, Institutional Support, Up/Down Ratio,
Debt, Return-on-Equity, Cash Flow, Book Value, Current Ratio, Profit Margin, and P/E Ratio.
Day 3:
12. Swing Trading & Options Trading: Where the big money is made by those who use the principles wisely.
13. Bonus: The Relationship of Time to and Nature of Price Action.
14. Summary & Q& A: Makes all of the above as simple and clear as possible.
15. Optional Live Trading for Profit! At your option, you can choose to have the benefit of Mark’s live feedback
before and during your trades.
Background:
Mark has actively traded stocks, options & futures for income since 1987, and is currently a full-time Trader. He’s
also a Certified Coach and former Coach for traders, executives, and individuals at Robbins Research International
(an Anthony Robbins company). Mark has coached traders domestically and internationally for over ten years.
After struggling to break-even during his first 15 years as a trader, and making & “spending” several million dollars
in “Wall Street tuition” and courses, Mark deeply learned the importance of the disciplines above, and since has
experienced some outstanding annual returns, including triple digit ones. His long road of experience and costly
hands-on education are shared in this training with those who have a strong desire to prosper in the markets. A
Non-Disclosure Agreement for proprietary information must be signed by approved applicants.
Contact Mark for application & availability @ ResultsCoach@earthlink.net or (407) 429-5288 (office)
Mark Petroff is not a registered investment adviser, and the Training content offered should not be considered as a
recommendation to buy or sell any securities. All information is intended for educational purposes only and in no
way should be considered investment advice. ©2014 – Mark J. Petroff, LLC

